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Stop in at
PAT LONG TAILORING CO.

WOOD'S HARDWARE CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Mt. Vernon
Mt. Gilead
Fredericktown
Most Dependable Source of Supply

Alterations
Mt. Vernon,
Pond Bldg.

fjPZ

O.

It's Wiser to

SANDY'S

CARRY-OU- T

Beer

Wine
Swiss Cheese

15 E. Ohio Ave.

-

Mixes
Meats

Mt. Vernon, O.

par?
For All Good Foods
STOP 'N' SHOP
Groceries - Meats
Wines
Beer
Delicacies
115 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, O.

HOTEL CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Appointment if desired
Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Phone 71351
Fri., Sat. 6
8--

COCHRAN

Ohio

Ave.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

GOOD EATING

VILLAGE
GAMBIER,
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MOTOR SALES, Inc.

14 W.

New Shoes
Mt. Vernon
Public Square

THE

at

Gambier, Ohio

J. W. BARriCORD
First Class Shoe Repairing
37

Shop

WILSON'S

BEVERAGE CO.

&

JEWELERS

Certified Gemologists
Registered Jewelers
American Gem Society
7 East Gambier St.

Between halves
have a
jjf

Mt. Vernon
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AROUND THE
OF TIME AND
THE

KOKOSING

Two events, both worthy of note
although there were those who could
have done without one of them,
helped to usher in the Month of the
Fall Dance Weekend. On All Saints

Day the first deficiency reports (as
they are euphemistically referred
to) were issued, followed in a space
of hours by the most convincing
Kenyon gridiron victory in eleven
To make the weekend
years
Incident"
complete "the
in Rosse Hall on two
nights, evoking an unusual
degree of response on the part of
. On the followthose who saw it
ing Tuesday morning, 84 men beof
sons
came official
the college in
a moving ceremony dating from 1842
on Wednesday the soccermen
gained a 1 decision over the men
from Denison, thus winning their
fourth straight encounter . . .Thursday evening Prof. English addressed
the International Relations Club on
"The Present Crisis in Iran," in
Pierce Hall lounge . . . On the eve of
the second weekend, a square dance
did a "promenade left" in Rosse Hall
and "sashayed" by . . . The next
day the Lords went down before
Hiram's determined gridders 34-thereby ending the season with a
record following
commendable
their trouncing of Ashland the week
The
before to the tune of
batsoccer team lost a
tle to Oberlin 0 .. . Sunday night
Jean Harlow descended upon the
Rosse Hall screen as "the Bombshell" in the first of the Kenyon
Film Society's 1952-5- 3 offerings . .
On Tuesday morning Mr. Grove Patterson, editor of the Toledo Blade,
in a stimulating and colorful address
before the college assembly on "The
Uncommon Man" noted the need for
such individuals, called for thinking,
perspective, courage imagination and
faith, was helped in his fateful
pronouncements by a unique combination of John Donne and the
chapel bells striking noon . . . On
Wednesday the Lord booters eked
out a 1 decision over the men from
"the Leviathan to the south" thereby ending ;he season having won
five of their nine games, while losing three of the remaining four and
.
the following weektying one
end young men engaged in
training at various undergraduate schools throughout the
t,
attended a conference on
the ministry at Bexley Hall, heard
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speakers which included President
Chalmers, the Rt. Rev. Beverly D.
Tucker, retired Bishop of Ohio, the
Rev. Alfred B. Starrat and others,
on aspects of the Ministry as a vocation . . . Not to be outdone by Hemingway and "Life," the Kenyon Review announced the coming serialization of Rob't. Penn Warren's
lengthy historical poem "Brothers to
Dragons," set in the South of the
early nineteenth century with a dramatis personae including "Thomas
Jefferson, his sister Lucy, her husband Charles and son Lilburn, as
.
.
well as Mr. Warren himself"
Nov. 16
Friday, Nov.
Females and the multifold ramifications of their presence marked the
passing of one more of the only
event unswervingly held ultimately
sacred (or at least above effective
criticism) down through the years,
on the time-wor- n
and besieged hill
commanding the Kokosing. Rather
those things left unsaid, than to attempt to herein describe what is
recurrent and inherent in
the span of man . . . On Tuesday
morning the football and soccer
award assembly was held following
the Fall sports banquet the previous
evening . . On Friday evening William McGrath, young American
tenor, who, after studying at the
Julliard School in NYC appeared in
Verdi's Requiem with Arturo
and the NBC Symphony and
with the Robert Shaw Chorale, gave
seathe first concert of the 1952-5- 3
son, in the Great Hall of Pierce Hall
. . . Over the weekend "Tillie's Punctured Romance" headed a program
of comedies from the Silent Era
starring Charlie Chaplain, Ben Tur-piHarry Langdon, others . .
On the following Tuesday morning
Demosthenes cast his shadow over
Rosse Hall as the college assembly
heard the final round of the Tau
n
SpeakKappa Alpha
ing contest which saw Beta Theta
Pi retire with the team title while
Joseph Rotolo, Armand Lavallee and
Robert Greenberger finished in that
With
order in individual honors .
the announcement that Norton Hall,
freshman dormithe
tory will replace the structure which
once housed the Harcourt School for
Girls, now the site of temporary
barracks, the first step in a two-un- it
major building project was
about to be realized . . . But a more
immediate and, in many cases,
step took precedence
as Kenyon men scattered in all directions to take refuge during a
respite from
brief Thanksgiving
.
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CHRISTMAS PARTY

Hoping that this time you are not
Ebenezer Scrooge, the Ghest of
Christmas Present now descends to
show you what your dollar has done
for the children of the Knox County
Children's Home.
The time is
Thursday, December 18, and the
first thing we can see is a large
merry Christmas banquet provided
by those two jolly ladies, the misses
Chard and Kimball. Their hall is
decorated with the greenest Christmas tree in all Gambier, and now the
children gather around it to sing
carols. Afterwards, a program of
eight cartoons in Rosse Hall, and
then back to the Pierce Hall lounge,
where gifts will be distributed, by
d
the jolly,
Banker Brown. And then, to bed for
the children, with visions of sugar
plums and of some College men
whose hearts are as good as their
minds.
All of this will have been the work
of a number of people who have been
quite busy at it in recent weeks. The
entire thing has been under the supervision of Bob First, who has done
the sort of outstanding work that
such, a project deserves. Hank Sharp
and Bill Gray are handling the films
which the children will see, and the
ladies of the Gambier Women's
Auxiliary will be wrapping the presents. The division representatives
who have collected the funds are:
Vink Guandolo and John Hollenberg
for the Psi U's; Bob Roth for Delta
Tau Delta; Fred Papsin for the
Betas; Lanny Griggs for the Alpha
Delts; Don Marsh and Dick Eller for
Sigma Pi; Jerry Weintraub for Middle Kenyon; Harry Grant for the Independents; Bob Hubbard for the
Dekes; Joe Pavlovitch for Archon;
Tookie Cole and Jim Kennedy for
Delta Phi; and Jim Klosterman for
the Phi Kaps. Each child will have
a Kenyon "father" for the evening.
It was the original intention of
this article to plea for money and
volunteers, but the late publication
date has interfered with that. We
hope, instead, that no such scream
at the top of our lungs has been
necessary. Our congratulations to
Bob First and all those who have
shown interest in one way or
another.
red-cheeke-

d,

white-bearde-
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portrayal of the mad dog de
was one of the high points of
the production; Robert Miller, who
portrayed the Dauphin and brought
to fulfillment all the potential humor
of the character and of the situations in which he finds himself;
Mark Piel, who gave a fine performance as the stern, but incorruptible Cauchon; and Ronald Petti,
who was outstanding as the merciful
and generous Brother Martin.
Jack Brown deserves praise for designing a set which was characterized by handsome simplicity, and
which was no small contribution to
the overall effect of good taste. Edward Haseley, Joe Malof and Lionel
Tokioka handled the lighting, which
was effective throughout and particularly impressive in the opening
of Scene 5, in which Joan is revaled
praying in the Cathedral at Rhiems.
The tableau effect achieved by the
kneeling maid evinced a spontaneous
murmur from the audience.
The final note of praise goes to
Jim Michael, whose staging of this
production demonstrates once again
the extent of his capabilities. The
finished product is sufficient proof
of the excellence of his judgment in
casting and directing. And, if for
nothing more than his being an
and unfailing source of inspiration to the performers, our
gratitude must be expressed. His
supervision of St. Joan bore fruit in
the realization of this play as an
integral
achievement
in which,
though all of its component elements
were outstanding, no one stole the
show with the possible of George
Bernard Shaw himself.
Stog-umb-

ST.

JOAN: A Review
BY

WILLIAM GOLDHURST

Kenyon theatre goers witnessed an
eminently successful presentation of
George Bernard Shaw's St. Joan,
produced by the Dramatic Club of
Kenyon College and performed on
the evenings of December 4, 5, 6, and
8.
Audiences composed of Kenyon
students and citizens from local and
neighboring
areas enthusiastically
received what is often considered
Shaw's highest achievement in the
drama. Shaw's play is a dramatic
presentation of the events in the
life of Joan of Arc from 1429, when
she

sinister Warwick captivated the audience with its consistent brilliance,
demonstrated a talent that was little
short of professional. Mr. Wendt's
performance was characterized by a
fine sensitivity in handling a demanding and important role.
Fred Papsin, gifted with a voice
and the kind of diction which actors
strive for, was splendid in the role of
the officious and imposing Archbishop of Rhiems.
David Randall, as the sympathetic
and soldierly Punois, Bastard of
Orleans, performed with an ease and
consistency that bespoke real understanding of the part and a genuine
dramatic talent.
Especially convincing and penetrating was Morton Segal's handling of the difficult and significant
role of the Inquisitor, whose excessively lengthy speech to the Court in
Scene 6 would perhaps have become
monotonous and tiring in the hands
of a less competent performer.
Also especially deserving of mention were Bob Mezey, whose sensitive and at times deeply moving

first offered her services to the

French Army, until the time of her
execution in 1431. Shaw, operating
necessarily
within the restrictions
imposed by the dramatic form, has
exploited
nevertheless
the possibilities for flexibility by presentng, in
the Epilogue, an assembly of the

characters who played the most significant parts in the drama of her
life, death, and elevation to sainthood.
The cast, headed by Bettie Cropper of Mansfield in the title role,
performed with great elan and with
such high competency as to leave
little to be desired by even the most
severe critic.
Each actor merits
commendation for his individual performance, but space restricts us to
the mention of a few who distinguished themselves. Notable among
these is Bettie Cropper, whose natural vivacity and fresh simplicty
transformed Shaw's Joan from words
on a page into a living character
whom we could understand and with
whom we could sympathize. The high
point of her attainment came in
ihe trial scene when, condemned by
the honest but strict ecclesiasts to
Hie imprisonment, she made an impassioned
but ingenuous protest
aga nst that uninspired judgement.
Perhaps her only shortcoming was
a physical one, which we note briefly
but relegate to its proper and trivial
place. Specifically: Mrs. Cropper is
a little to pretty, a little too sprightly, and perhaps invested more with
the qualities of Peter Pan than with
warrior-saiLhose
of the strapping
from Domremy. But she convinced, and for that we cannot but
express deserved praise.
William Wendt, whose suave and
,
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presently prevails on "the hill' would
seem to illustrate not so much the
liberation promised in the New Testament as it does the unrestrained
individualism of the system proposed
by a late American philosopher-educatowho is reputedly in strong
disfavor with our administration.
But, as we know, the Kenyon man
doesn't make quite all his own decisions.
In rather strong contrast
to the individualism sanctioned elsewhere in student life, we find ourselves compelled by the threat of the
most anomalous penalty to be present in the Chapel of the Holy Spirit
eight Sundays a semester. Why is
this exception taken? Is it for the
same reason we say grace in the
Commons on "high table" days?
(That, too, is a mystery, though
many suggest that perhaps it looks
better for some who are supposed to
see.) To me it represents certain
evidence
that Kenyon's religious
program is sadly ineffective and external. Furthermore, like so many
superficial correctives it only aggravates a bad situation. That is to
say, that compulsory chapel regulations very quickly produce in students a wrong attitude toward the
events of Sunday morning by putting the obligation to worship the
Almighty on the wrong basis.
Last semester in a letter regarding life at Kenyon an ecclesiastical
friend succinctly observed: "I don't
say that Kenyon is any more pagan
than our state schools." A man
would be hard put to conceive a
sadder commentary on a Christian
college.
With institutions, as with
people, if being Christian means anything it will mean being different.
That difference, many of us feel,
is not only a wholesome peculiarity
but one of ultimate importance. But
the fact of the matter is, as my
friend noted, Kenyon is not essentially at variance with "the world.1'
To a degree, of course, Kenyon will
inevitably reflect the society from
which the enrollment is drawn. And
yet, one can't help feeling that if
the responsibility of the charge of
maintaining a Christian school were
taken more seriously, we would be
significantly transformed.
There is a sense in which Kenyon
is out of step with society, but like
the adolescent who can do nothing
right, we seem to differ at the
wrong point. I have in mind the current revival of interest in 'things
religious.' Whereas the state schools
are virtually striving to outdo one
another with their general campus
religious programs (especially the
Religious Emphasis weeks) and
hastily establishing or expanding
departments of religion, at Kenyon, on the other hand,
the assumption apparently is that
religion is so much a part of the
r

KENYON, CONSIDERED
AND COMPLAINED
BY ROD FRENCH

"Where is the wisdom we have lost
in knowledge?"
T. S. Eliot
The Rock

ships and orientation of every student, all this arising from their own
conviction that it is only in the cond
text of an
educational
community that things taught and
learned can be genuinely integrated,
meaningful, and purposeful. (Such a
ruling principle would not impair,
nor be incompatible with, the primary academic function of the college; the opinion that it would arises
from confused thinking about the
dependence of Christianity's validity
and consequent effectiveness upon
certain presently disputed or disproved psuedoscientific propositions
or the literal veracity of certain
scriptures now contested.)
What can be said for Kenyon in
the light of such a thesis?
There is no doubting the fact that
one of the most 'renowned' features
of our school is the almost unparalleled freedom enjoyed by the members of the undergratuate community. Now on the one hand we might
expect this because Christians, particularly Anglicans, talk a good deal
about the freedom which is theirs.
Here again we have the case of a
paradox of Christianity widely misunderstood. To use New Testament
jargon, 'the liberty of the redeemed
man is not to be confused with the
license of the unrepentant.' Christianity in its true form has never
counselled a life free from all discipline or from the sense of being
held perpetually accountable to a
Pinal Authority under penalty of
judgment. It seems, in view of this
situation, that the concern of the
administration extends no further
than the classroom. I hasten to add
that it is true that a genuinely
Christian college would manifest a
wonderful sort of freedom, but what
altar-centere-

Kenyon "our mother" comes in for
a lot of criticism. (Indeed, something about the very atmosphere in
Gambier seems to foster a critical
attitude even among certain of the
faculty.) A little reflection upon the
complaints of the student body discloses that for the most part they
stem from the simple facts of our
geographic and sexual predicament.
The school is seldom "panned" on
the academic count, but there is yet
another standpoint from which an
evaluation of the life of the institution should be made. For some one
hundred and twenty years now Kenyon has been proclaiming to society
that she is a "Christian" college.
What does the adjective actually
mean in this case? Or perhaps,
what ought it to mean?
We can get underway by eliminating some superficial meanings. A
first criterion would not be the per
capita consumption of alcohol, e.g.,
the "dryer," the more Christian.
Neither do I feel that it would first
of all be characterized by frequent
compulsory worship services. Nor
would it necessarily be distinguished
by a faculty of priests (although,
there might well be "some among
their number.) The point was obvious
before- we began; there is no reason for continuing this innocuous
list; The singular mark of the truly
Christian college would not be one
of these incidental features, but
rather, we would know it as an institution in which. the governing concern of faculty and administration
would be for the religious relation-Pag- e
-

6

once-neglect-

ed

whole

atmosphere and the religious

education in the context of a Christian community which implies something more, and it is this "plus"
factor which is all important, the
lack of which many of us deem so
regrettable (as did Newman subsequently in his essay).
As evidence that this is not a
private opinion I want to cite a
development of this semester which
illustrates the whole point. There
was a reasonably wide interest in
the new chaplain when we came
back this Pall. After a few Sundays
in the Chapel of the Holy Spirit I
was amazed to overhear a couple of
different groups speculating as to
how long he would last! It was plain
to see that a man had been called
who exhibited real conviction, and
evidently it is the feeling of the student body that such excessive enthusiasm for Christianity is not
quite compatible with the religious
program which they have known
and assumed to be official policy.
There is at least one more point
to be made, personally the most
crucial one. An impressive list could
have been recorded in my semester
and one half here of the fellows who,
quite unsolicitedly, have confided
that whatever affinity for or interest in Christianity they formerly
held their experience at Kenyon had
pretty well wiped it out. In this
group we could include more than
o
one
who lost any sense of
vocation he may have come to Gam-biwith. Now this tendency of
life at Kenyon to destroy the religion of a student seems to me to be
much more than the disintegrating
effect normally expected from the
shock of a good liberal education.

education of the fellows is already
sufficiently complete that no
efforts need to be made.
And the obvious consequence? We
are religiously in many respects
worse off than those who make no
pretense of being a "Christian" colself-conscio-

us

lege.

Some may object

that this article

is unfairly critical of the
the administration.
If so,

persons of
it is only
so by implication; such was not a
primary purpose in making these
observation.
The author is in no
position to determine just what the
aims of the administration are along
this line except in terms of results.
However, I will go on to add that it
is on just this point that so many
but sincerely concerned
undergraduates condemn Kenyon's
religious program. They would like
to see an end put to the hypocrisy
of the catalogues and the euphemto Church
istic misrepresentations
and society. Several thoughtful and
sensitive students have remarked
that Kenyon either ought to drop
the pretention of being that which
we are not or declare and follow
through a sincere intention to make
it so. As things now stand,
chafe under the inconsistent policies and earnest Christians
disgusted.
are
Others will protest that we are
just being too hard; we expect too
much.
After all, Cardinal Newman,
when writing about this same question in the 19th century said: "Limakes not the
beral Education
Christian, not the Catholic, but the
The point is that at
gentleman."
Kenyon we theoretically have liberal
soft-spok- en

non-Christia-

.

ns

pre-the-

er

We don't have to look for anything
so profound; it generally has been

simply a disillusionment with the
miserable veneer historically imposed and
maintained
which would pass for Christianity at
half-hearted-

ly

Kenyon.
A critical

analysis of Kenyon's
educational philosophy might make
material for another article,
but these paragraphs represent noth- ing more than the shallow and
scattered thoughts of one struggling undergraduate whose sincere impression of Kenyon College has been
that as a Christian institution our
school falls far short of what it
might and ought to be and further,
the conclusion that the defection is
good

pretty

,

deep.

(I don't mean to imply by the
lipe from Eliot that the whole of
the development of Kenyon in recent years has been contrary to
what was envisioned by the old
bishop who "climbed the hill and
said a prayer" before he began his
college.
Philander
Chase would
not regret that it has expanded into
something more than a finishing
school for would-b- e
Howclerics.
ever, again the student body has
seen the point. That not all
growth has been gain and what now
prevails is seriously at variance with
what ought to be was recognized and
summed up on page 9 of the "Reveille" of 1951, showing a group of
Kenyon revellers, with the caption,
"The Bishop's original idea had been
to train ministers." The irony of
the contrast between picture and
caption called forth a laugh, to be
sure, but it also drove home the
point of this article.)
it-sf-

elf

definitely for you
INTERWOVEN SOCKS
BOTANY &" WEMBLEY TIES
BOTANY WOOL SCARFS
BOTANY WOOL ROBES
ARROW & ESSLEY SHIRTS
YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS
IN SHAVING NEEDS
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veritable paradise of learning, art,
it's only people like
Patrick Henry and those other
damned impetuous Southerners-Be-au:
Sir!
Eb: England is interfering with
our honest, hardworking tradesmen.
That be unjust.
Sam: Of course! They are tyrants,
villains, dictators, enemies of democracy!
Eb: What be the great good of
that libertine, democracy?
Sam: Traitor!
Eb: Me traitor! Thou art, Son of
Liberty, Son of Perdition!
Sam: You are a mouthpiece of the
autocratic English!
But
Beau: English autocratic?
John Locke was an Englishman.
Locke!
Sam: John Locke! John
Leave your blasted foreigners out of
this! We have a Declaration of Independence, my friend.
Cad: A what?
Eb: Independence? Wanton disorder.
Cad (mumbling) : I've heard much
of these people, but it's the first
time I've met one . . . (aloud) Why
do we need independence ? Why do
we need acts of violence? With futility, history testifies that for generation after generation, in a world
that seeks peace, refinement and
beauty, there ever arises you restless
ones who seek to jolt the world into
conformity with your radical notions
Sam: Me, radical?
Eb: Thou and thy ilk, who
that God be in a process of
evolution, or that He is subject to
the will of the majority, which is
currently the fashion. Why, before
long thou wilt attest that the condition of the world be subject to the
Thou
authority of a
Antinomian!
Sam: Antinomian, me? Why, sir,
I have not had a churchless Sunday
since I have been in office. And you,
my friend, you who call me radical,
let me tell you that I am a member of upright organizations, a chamd
pion for the cause of
millions,
and furthermore, I am
possessed with a neurotic hatred for
subversives!
Cad: That sounds loyal enough to
the Crown . .
Sam: To the Crown? The Crown
be damned, sir! Up with the United
States of America!
Eb: Sh!
Cad: I'm sick. Everyone in the
room heard that. We're marked
good manners,

THE FLESH OF

'76

A Revolutionary Dialogue
BY RONALD SANDERS

CLEANFACE, a U. S.
Senator;
EBEN STOUTHEART of Boston;
CADWALLADER RESTWELL of
Philadelphia;
BEAUREGARD COTTONTAIL of
Virginia.
SAMUEL,

..(Scene: a tavern near Boston.
Time: An April night ,1775. Samuel
Cleanface enters, wearing
garb with baggy stockings. He is a
little haggard, having just arrived
from the Twentieth Century. But
he is tall and handsome, and he
beams when he sees the crowded
room. He walks over to a group of
revellers In the corner, and slaps
one of them, Eben Stoutheart, on
the back.)
ill-fitti- ng

Samuel: Friends, fathers, Americans all! At last we meet!
Eben: Devil!
Cadwallader: What's this?
Sam: (eyes pointed heavenward)
Sons of Liberty!
of Liberty!
Sons
Beauregard:
Throw him out!
Cad: Ruffian!
Eb: Make thy way hence, impetuous beaste! This is an orderly community.
Sam: But I don't understand. You
our Founding Fathers.
Cad: Founding fathers?
What
strange grammar is that?
Eb: Beware whom thou callest
father, lecherous beaste! I am unwed as yet.
Beau: A relative of mine this far
North?
Sam: Of course you wouldn't
understand as yet. I forgot, it's
only 1775.
Cad: Do you think it likely to be

more?
Sam: Well, you see, it's so hard
to explain. That is, Progress is so
remarkable.
Eb: Progress?
Sam: Thunderation! Surely that
word hasn't changed in less than two
hundred years.
Eb: Too much hath changed in
that time, but without progress.
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Sain: I think we're confused, . .
conThoroughly
Cad: Quite!
founded. A futile attempt to make
civilization in a wilderness. Only
now and then a spot of learning
a dash of culture
Eb: Blasphemies! Idolatry! Disorder! May God rest the soul of
John Winthrop!
Beau: But John Locke, sir, John
Locke said . . .
Sam: He's an Englishman isn't
he? Leave the English out of this!
America for the Americans!
Cad: What sort of nonsense is
.

that?

Beau: A redundancy.
Eb: He be one of those blaspheming Sons of Liberty. You heard him
say so himself.
Sam: No, my friends, no. You
misunderstood. Permit me to introduce myself. Senator Samuel Clean-fac89th Congress.
Cad: 89th Congress! There's been
only one. The man's mad.
Sam: My arrival here is most regular, most regular. I am chairman
of the Senate Committee for the
Propagation of the Spirit of 1776.
You have no right to protest my being here. It has the sanction of
majority vote.
Eb: Spirit of 1776, you say? Blasphemy!
Cad: Besides, this is 1775.
Sam: Yes, my friends, but this is
the year, this is the place, let me
speak, friends, I am too moved to
be silent here is where history begins! At this moment a tyrant
writhes on the other side of a boiling ocean. The steam rises as though
from his dragony nostrils, and it is
making our pistons pump! Like a
Futuramic Olds, we zoom along the
highways of the future. Bad King
crumGeorge raises his
pet to stop us, but he is burned in
a flood of mass production. Gentlemen, as is my usual custom, I salute
e,

tea-soak-

ed

you!

Beau: Well, I don't know.
Cad: Now, I know what's happening today in this sordid world, but
your views are subject to question.
What is so bad about England? A

'

...

thin-ket-

nerve-impuls-

h

e.

hard-earne-

.

men.

Bean: Sir, I believe there's something" I admire in what you say. We

Southerners are
romantic spirit.
mosphere, sir,
and reminiscent
when Amaryllis

inclined to have that
I guess it's the atsuffused with gold,
of that distant day
sported in the shade

of

a plantation house. Have you ever
Southern ladies, sir? Women

Sam: Er, I think so. Quite right.
Cad: However, I was pointing out
that it was not your restless romantics who make revolutions. That's
an illusion created by biographers,
since more romantics are writing
books than fighting wars. It's always the reserved ones who do the

seen

beauty and high degree. Enough
transport the most
d
man into cotton-fancie- s
and gooseberry-dreams.
Enough to lift your
mind above the claptrap of everyday
polftics and see those distant,
horizons of the human
soul. This is the chance, sir, for the
realization of man's wildest dreams,
the famed Utopia, where men may
sit and contemplate
the eternal
things of the universe, untroubled
Imagine
by merchants and kings.
it, sir, and I perceive that you do,
country
in which we may all cula
tivate our own plantation, independent of one another for our subsistence, and that much closer to
love of our fellow men.
This, sir, can be ours if we leave the
world of selfishness and contention,
if we declare ourselves independent.
Sam: Nonsense! I'm a practical
man, my friend. That's visionary!
That's unmanly! Dammit, I had
enough of your kind in college,
people who thought they could find
an image of themselves in everything in the world. Fools! And they
all wrote poetry. As if reality were
not clear-cu- t,
quite palpable, and
measurable by 'any number of absothere are statistics
lute standards,
enough to prove that, by God! Now.
I have a theory, I think that all
those people are astigmatic, in which
of
to

hard-hearte-

tobacco-dap-

Everyone thinks, for example, that
the visionary Jan Hus was a spirit
of the Reformation eventually propagated by Martin Luther. That's
nonsense. Luther was a good conservative. He effected a revolution
by being what he thought was the
best Catholic he could be. Ever in
the quiet of his study, he simply
plodded unshakably along the course
of a conviction,
until he suddenly found that he
had walked right out of the gates,
and only then did the world find
out about it.
But, you see, there is too much
of guile, of anticipation in the
others. They are too
They pursue the idea of the idea,
and fly beyond the masses, who are
the only ones can turn the evolutionary wheel, and the result, instead
of being history, is disorder.
Eb: Thou impliest, man, that the
masses are prone to evolve, that revolution is effected by a movement
of the entire population. But thou
art mistaken. The worke is always
done by the active few. The rest
are oblivious, swaying from one dictator to another. See what happened
in England during the long and
rocky course of its own brand of reformation. During the course of a
man's lifetime, from Henry VIII's
break with Rome to the accursed
Elizabeth Settlement, an Englishman had to call himself, successa
ively, a Catholic, a Protestant,
Catholic again, and then a Protestant, and all that time not a single
turn at the evolutionary wheel by
masses. No, good-methy wide-awathe work of making the world
is done by the few who have authority, by the few who, with God's
grace, have the conscience and the
learning to delve into the truth of
God's written word, and present this
truth to the rest of the world in the
form of authority.
But also there are those who have
the gift of authority without know- ledge, who seek change for its own
sake. These are the people who so
often have tried to overthrow God's
commands for discipline and order,
even to the extent of overthrowing-authoritentirely and letting the
thoughtless masses wallow in their

"

un-corrupt- ed

step-by-clear-cut-st-

ep,

self-conscio-

.

-

case

Eb: That's what I mean wantons.
be the people who make revolutions.
Cad: No, they create disorder. Revolutions are really quite orderly . . .
Sam: Not all of them! The AmeriThese

was orderly. It was
But not all of them.
Look
. . quite orderly, yes.
Cad:
at your history books. Parliament is
organization toa fine,
day, and why? The revolution of
1688.
Every revolution is followed
by something
quite sensible and
aesthetically satisfying, as though it
had to be. The flow of history reads
like a classical drama, and every revolution is what Aristotle in his
Poetics called a reversal of situation
a complication that makes the
plot more interesting, but never destroys the order. Do you see?
Beau: Humm.
can Revolution
to be expected.
.

ed

Movies are

it. Would you fight a war for
American independence?
(shocked silence)
Cad: Are you mad? We might as
well fight God. And why? Why war
and discord, just for independence?
Eb: We cannot keep destroying
order. Chaos is worse than the few
arguments we are now having with
tTTe Mother Country.
Beau: And don't you know the
agony of doubt? Can you see the
misery that would accompany our
struggle, wondering all the while if
we might be wrong, after all? And
what would lie ahead? Who would
leave the warmth of the familiar,
unrewarding as it may be, for some
dubious reward that must be sought
for in the cold and fearsome Un-

job.

pled

well-form-

test

own oblivion.

n,

Sam: Enough of this! This is disgraceful. This is cowardly. This is,
I
Furthermore,
don't understand a word you're saying. I doubt your manhood let me

MEMORIAL THEATRE
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

un-Americ-

an.

?

Sam: Doubt and dubious reward,
you say! Destroying order! And
"just for independence," you say!
Fools! Don't you know that America
is the most certain and satisfying,
the most comfortable, rewarding and
orderly nation in the world? The
American Revolution is unquestionable. You are all subversives. I shall
go elsewhere.
A Voice (from outside): To arms!
To arms! The British are coming!
Sam: What's that?
Innkeeper
(rushing
into
the
room) : It's Gage and his damned
Redcoats! They're trying to destroy
our ammunition supplies.
Eb: That be our property! (putting on his hat) Duty calls, sirs.
Goodnight. (Exit)
Beau: They can't do that, the
scoundrels! I must head home and
see what Mr. Washington thinks
about this! (Exit)
Cad: These Yankees and Southerners are like day and night, but
they both have terrible tempers.
I'll write to Dr. Franklin, and see
what he says. (Exit)
(Most of the people have now left
the room. A few, perhaps too inebriated to know what has happened,
remain behind.)
Sam: Fellow Americans, rise up!
Get out and fight for the greatest
cause, the world has ever known!
Sour-face- d
Man: Why don't you?
Sam: (stunned at first, then reflective) Well after all, this is before my time. It's not my fight,
I've won it already.

us.

ke

better than ever
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Open Bowling
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SPORTS PROFILE
Much of Kenyon's success during
the past three football seasons has
been due to a strong passing attack,
otherwise known as Dominick
of North Tarrytown, New
York. Dom himself, though, is
pretty modest about it. He attributes much of his success to end
Don Marsh. "I didn't have a good
end in high school," says he, "and a
good end is what it takes to make a
good quarterback."
Way back in his Sophomore days
at North Tarrytown High, the now
chunky Dom was hardly more than
a sliver, weighing a mere 149
pounds.
But he played a lot of
quarterback nevertheless, and even
scored a touchdown that year. That
was in the game with Ossining,
which had gone into the fourth quarNorth
ter with the score tied,
Tarrytown was on Ossining's two-- ,
yard line, and Dominick called for
the usual fullback plunge. At the
signal, the 205 pound fullback put
down his head and charged for the
line like a wild bull. But Dom had
fumbled the pass from center. The
ball bounced on its end and back into
the arms of the little quarterback
as the big fullback came by, knocking a hole in the line big enough for
Dom to stumble through to the winning touchdown.
Many years and pounds later, in
his Senior year, Dom was a defenas well as offensive
sive
quarterback, although a sprained
ankle that year limited the amount
of defensive action that he saw.
Bronxville was the glorious game
that year, having something of the
quality of a motion picture. It was
one of those things where the coach
walks out of the locker room in
disgust at half-timwhich of course
inspires a Herculean upsurge of
strength. The team had gained a
total of only 21 yards in the first
In the second half,
half, trailing
under the leadership of Dom and
some other seniors, the team charged
all over the lot, for a total of 240
yards, and a 14-- 8 victory.
Ca-briel-

6--

line-back-

6.

er

e,

of .368 in his Sophomore year.
Speaking of his unique fielding record in his Freshman year, Dom
says, "I made 18 errors in 15 games
that season, according to the record,
but I should have been charged with
40. The scorekeeper was my friend."
When Dom came to Kenyon, he
played la crosse as well as football
in his freshman year. Those who
witnessed his activities in this field
of athletics will testify to his abilities and versatility.
In his sophomore year, he threw
8 touchdown passes, scoring the only
tally in Kenyon's 6 victory over
Hamilton. According to Dom, Kenyon's success that season was due
to reserve strength.
In his junior year, he flung 5 more
touchdown passes and scored 2
others as Kenyon split in 6 games.
Dom ranked sixth in the Ohio Conference that year in total passing
yardage. This season, as
he completed 43 passes, good for 708
yards and 9 touchdowns. This was
good enough to make him fifth in
the Conference.
Not only is Dom hot on the gridiron, but he dazzles on the diamond.
He went out for baseball last Spring
for his first time at Kenyon. The
first thing the team did was to go
on a trip to Florida, from which the
Kenyon nine emerged
and victorious. The highlight of the
baseball season, was an electrifying
350-f- t.
circuit clout against Denison.
And now another Kenyon immortal passes into the gridiron of life,
there to carry the ball through the
tougher lines of worldly strife to,
we hope, greater and more lasting
victories.
--

7--

fact about Dom is
some basketball when
in "high school. The nemorable game
in that sport was the one against
A

little-know-

n

that he played

Washington Irving High. North
0
Tarrytown was losing
at the
half, and the basketball coach, who
had taken dramatic lessons from his
The team
colleague, walked out.
got together and made its own lineup, selecting Dom as one of the
starting five for the second half. The
team proceeded to go wild in the
third quarter, and Dom contributed
9 points, his high score for any
single game. In the fourth period,
North Tarrytown achieved a lead,
and the coach dramatically returned. He used his own men in the
lineup, and North Tarrytown lost,
After the game, the coach
walked out.
He also played a considerable
amount of third base, with a batting
average over .300, reaching a high
28-1-

23-3- 9,

48-4- 3.

co-capt- ain,

sun-tann-

ed

e,

8-- 0.

DOROTHY'S

LUNCH

...

Chops
Steaks
Sandwiches
Beer
Ohio
Gambler
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KNOX COUNTY'S ONLY NATIONAL BANK

INVITES
YOUR ACCOUNT

The

First-ICno-

x

MOUNT

Established

1847

National Banlc
VERNON,

OHIO

Member

F.D.I.C.

D. Gaverick Studio
31 E.

Gambier St.

Mt. Vernon,

Ohio

See Dick Thomas for your
Dance Weekend Corsages

FENTON CLEANERS

WILLIAM'S FLOWERS

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

MYER S SUPPLY

CO.

Insured and Guaranteed
Dry Cleaning
14 E. Gambier, Mt. Vernon

Champagne
Ice Cold Beer
116 West High St.
Phone 41941

Wine

H

A Grocer's Grocery

HAYES
Gambier, Ohio

Compliment

of

WORLEY'S
of Mt. Vernon

Open all Nite
THE

Dr. B. B. STURTEVANT

Arrow Shirts
McGregor Sportswear

Say Seasons Greetings

ADLE Y'S

Furniture and Appliances
23 E. Gambier St.
Open Evenings by Appointment
Phone 21356 Mgr. Mike Culleny

Varsity Town Clothes
Holeproof Socks
Mallory Hats

L--

Mt. Vernon,

K

Ohio

Compliments of

with the most
delightful gifts of all

WORLEY'S
120 So. Main St.

SHARP'S FLOWERS
Ohio's Finest Collection

THE PEOPLE'S BANK

GAMBIER,

OHIO

Member of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

Mt. Vernon

The ALCOVE
Vernon, Ohio

Mount
Candy Shop
Soda Grill
Restaurant
"Kenyon Students Always Welcome"
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HIY TIME Will. TELL about a vwjng
MUSICIAN
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AND ONLY TIME WKLTEU. ABOUT

A CIGARETTE.' TAKE

WIR TIME...

Test WBS-ft- r

It. J. ItuynuMs Tobacco Co.,

Wfnslon-Salen-

i,

N. C.

30 dm

for Mildness and Flavor!
Every smoker wants a cigarette that will bring
him pleasure, pack after pack. More people
find more pleasure in Camels than in any other
cigarette. So try Camels as your steady smoke.
Try them for 30 days and see how mild, how
flavorful, how thoroughly enjoyable Camels
are, week in and week out and you'll see why

CAMEL LEADS ALL OTHER BRANDS BY BILLIONS OF CIGARETTES!
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